T7670  TROPIC THUNDER  (USA, 2008)

**Credits:** director, Ben Stiller ; writers, Ben Stiller, Justin Theroux, Etan Cohen.

**Cast:** Ben Stiller, Jack Black, Robert Downey Jr., Brandon T. Jackson, Jay Baruchel, Nick Nolte, Matthew McConaughey, Tom Cruise.

**Summary:** Comedy set in contemporary Southeast Asia. Through a series of freak occurrences, a group of spoiled, self-centered actors shooting a big-budget Vietnam war movie are forced to become the soldiers they are portraying. Speedman (Stiller) is the fictive action movie star with lots of films to his credit. While filming in Vietnam they stumble into a war with drug lords who think they are DEA. Stiller and cast believe there are hidden cameras and they are still in production making their epic film.
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